NationalFootwear.com Return Instructions
*Try on your new shoes indoors, preferably on carpet.
*When you try on your new shoes , wear the same type of socks you would wear with this type of footwear.
*If the heel feels too tight when trying on your news shoes, you may need a larger size.
Consider a half size larger if your toes touch the front of these shoes.
*If your shoes feel tight at the side of the shoe across the top, you probably need wider shoes.
* Remember your Leather shoes do give, a well made shoe should mold itself to your feet with time, but keep
in mind they must fit comfortably from the beginning.
Return Policy
If you are not satisfied with the style, size, quality, comfort, or fit of your purchase, you may return the new,
unworn shoes in their original condition and shipping packaging, within 30 days of receiving them, for an
exchange of the correct size, or a refund.
CUSTOMERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR SHIPPING COSTS BACK TO NATIONAL FOOTWEAR * DO NOT RETURN FOOTWEAR
TO NATIONAL FOOTWEAR IF THEY HAVE BEEN PURCHASED SOMEWHERE ELSE. THEY WILL BE DISPOSED OF! Worn
defective shoes must be returned as soon as the defect in workmanship or materials appears and will be
repaired, replaced or adjusted on the basis of wear received. Please note, if an error in your order has
occurred ,call National Footwear for instructions. With out prior authorization National Footwear will not
reimburse shipping expenses.
Please send footwear back in original shipping containers, any footwear returned missing its original
manufactures box or damaged box will be charged a reboxing/repackaging fee of an additional $3.00
Please be sure to include this form with your package.
Name:______________________ CUSTOMER # Found On Invoice:______Phone#______________
__ Exchange Returning style____________ Length_______ Width ______
for style________ Length_______ Width ______
__ Refund Reason for return: ______________________________________
___________________________________________________________
---------------------------Cut out and affix bottom of this return for to Package---------------------------------

From : ________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Ship To: NATIONAL FOOTWEAR
EXCHANGE DEPT.
4626 Broadway
ALLENTOWN, PA. 18104

